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With the production of Japan’s first wristwatch, the 1913 Laurel, Seiko’s founder, Kintaro Hattori realized 
one of the most important goals in his dream of making Seiko into a company that would be “Always 
one step ahead of the rest.”  His vision has guided Seiko ever since, through more than a century of 
innovation and constant commitment to improve the precision, utility and beauty of its timepieces. 

Today, nearly 140 years after the creation of the company, Seiko proudly offers a collection of timepieces 
that are as true as ever to the founder’s vision but that also enrich the lives and lift the spirits of those 
who wear them. For Seiko, time is mankind’s greatest and most precious asset. It is to be savored and 
enjoyed so, in the warmth of their design and in the relevance of their functionality, Seiko’s timepieces 
offer a new level of both practical and emotional satisfaction.  The new dimension to Seiko is inspired 
by the idea that Seiko is, and always will be, “Moving Ahead. Touching Hearts.”

Welcome to the world of Seiko. 

“Always one step ahead of the rest”
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Keep Going Forward







Seiko Prospex challenges every limit with timepieces for sports lovers and adventurers 
whether in the water, in the sky or on land. Since Seiko’s and Japan’s first diver’s 
watch in 1965, Seiko’s innovative technology has raised global standards and brought 
ever greater reliability and safety to the professional and recreational sports men and 
women who choose to aim high in everything they do. 
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SNR029J1
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SNR025J1 SNR033J1

Based on the design of the celebrated 1968 Seiko Professional Diver’s, the LX line offers the high 
durability and legibility that serious sports demand and Seiko’s uniquely advanced 5R Spring Drive 
caliber, which delivers one-second-a-day precision alongside high levels of shock and tempera-
ture resistance. 

The LX line. The true spirit of Seiko.

The LX line was developed in collaboration with Ken 
Okuyama Design. With his international experience 
in the design of automobiles and other high-profile 
products, Ken Okuyama brings his own special creativity 
to Prospex LX.

Ken Okuyama Design
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SNR031J1
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The LX line offers a special series of three all-black interpretations. Stripped of all color and reduced to 
its essentials, the simplicity and strength of the LX design asserts itself in this quietly dramatic Spring 
Drive timepiece. 

Black beauty

SNR027J1 SNR035J1
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Keep Going Forward





Keep Going Forward

Seiko has learned from the experiences of adventurers and athletes that the only way to achieve 
unprecedented accomplishment is to keep going forward with a never-say-die attitude. Prospex 
is a brand that puts this theory into practice. By improving the functions and practicality of our 
watches, we have responded to the high expectations of those who dare to dream.

As modern lifestyles become increasingly diverse, people who step forward enthusiastically always 
touch our hearts. Prospex aims to support those who are dedicated to working tirelessly for 
the things they believe in, and is devoted to applying that same attitude to making watches. 
Keep going forward.
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©JAMSTEC

©JAMSTEC©JAMSTEC
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Three of the most important landmarks from Seiko’s first decade as a maker of diver’s watches are 
re-created in celebration of the 55th anniversary of that first achievement.

Incorporating Seiko’s new Ever-Brilliant Steel, all three re-creations share the same blue-gray dial that 
reflects the beauty of the sea but also hints at their ability to perform at depths which dim the intensity 
of the oceans’ blue.

2020. The 55th anniversary of 
Seiko diver’s watches.
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The three landmark Seiko diver’s watches from 1965, 1968 and 1975 are here presented together in 
a special commemorative box with additional black straps. This is offered as a limited edition of 100.

The 55th anniversary collection
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The re-creation of the 62MAS diver’s watch from 1965. It is powered by the high beat 8L55 movement, 
developed and assembled expressly for diver’s watches at the Shizukuishi Watch Studio. The case 
is in Ever-Brilliant Steel and the crystal is sapphire with anti-reflective coating on the inner surface.

1965 Japan’s first diver’s 150m re-issue

SLA037J1

1965 Japan’s first diver’s 150m
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SLA039J1

The 1968 Diver’s was water resistant to 300m, as is its re-creation which is specified for saturation, as well 
as air, diving. Powered by the high beat caliber 8L55. The case is in Ever-Brilliant Steel and the crystal is 
sapphire with anti-reflective coating on the inner surface.

1968 Professional Diver’s 300m re-creation

1968 Professional Diver’s 300m
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SLA041J1

With a case made, like the original, from titanium, the 1975 re-creation offers a new, higher level of 
specification for the professional diver. The bezel is in Ever-Brilliant Steel and the watch has an increased 
anti-magnetic resistance of 40,000 a/m thanks to the dial made of pure iron.

1975 Professional Diver’s 600m. 
Recreated and renewed.

1975 Professional Diver’s 600m
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SPB143J1
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SPB147J1 SPB145J1 SPB149J1

The 55th anniversary of Seiko’s first diver’s watch is also celebrated with an all-stainless steel modern 
re-interpretation. It is characterized by its slim profile and a lowered center of gravity that makes it 
comfortable to wear on even a smaller wrist. It features the same special 55th anniversary blue-gray dial 
as graces the trilogy and comes with both a stainless steel bracelet and a silicone strap. It is powered by 
Caliber 6R35 that delivers a power reserve of 70 hours.

A celebrated classic is re-imagined
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SPB151J1 SPB153J1

A modern re-interpretation of the watch that was worn by Japanese adventurer Naomi Uemura 
on his record breaking journeys from Greenland to Alaska and on his solo expeditions to the North 
Pole. The uniqueness of the 1970 design stems from the way that the crown, at the 4 o’clock posi-
tion, was protected by the extension of the case around it. Updated with a slimmer profile and a 
power reserve of 70 hours. 

An adventurer’s trusted companion

1970 Diver's
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SLA042J1
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S23631J1 S23629J1

The unique construction makes the watch virtually impermeable to helium and therefore safe for 
saturation diving in the harshest environments. The 1975 classic has been re-imagined in SLA042J1 
with the high specifications. It is 1,000 meter water resistant, the case is titanium and the bezel is 
in Ever-Brilliant Steel.

The professional diver’s inspired 
by the 1975 classic
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SRPE39K1 SRPE33K1

The dial design motif is the graceful manta ray which appears to fly as it moves through the 
ocean. Seiko supports marine conservation projects through this Save the Ocean series, all of which 
are 200 meter water resistant and perfect for the recreational diver.

Save the Ocean Special Edition
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SRPE35K1

SRPE37K1

Every detail of these 200m dver’s watches is designed expressly for diving. The bezels are ceramic and 
therefore scratch-resistant. The hands and markers are generously coated with Lumibrite for high 
visibility and the date window in the sapphire crystal is magnified for easy reading at a glance.  
This high-value diver’s watch series offers everything the recreational diver needs. Form follows function.

Designed for the deep
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PADI® is the world’s leading scuba diver training 
organization with more than 6,400 PADI Dive Centers 
and Resorts, and more than 136,000 individual PADI 
Professionals around the world.

SRPE27K1

Seiko is proud to be chosen as the watch partner of PADI.  PADI instructors have safely guided divers 
below the surface for over 50 years. Through teaching the world’s most popular dive curriculum, PADI 
opens hearts and minds to the hidden beauty of nature’s creation and our obligation to protect it.

The Seiko PADI diver’s watch has large hands and hour markers and makes full use of Lumibrite for 
maximum visibility under the sea. 

Seiko and PADI. A powerful partnership.
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The artistry of Japanese craftsmanship



© Studio Ghibli





Presage combines a Japanese aesthetic sense with traditional craftsmanship and 
Seiko’s watchmaking skills in an original collection that offers beauty, quality 
and long-lasting performance.
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SNR047J1 SRQ033J1

Presage introduces two new watches that reveal a completely different and more contemporary form 
of Japanese artistry. These timepieces are inspired by the widely acclaimed feature-length film ‘Porco 
Rosso,’ created by the famous Japanese animation studio, Studio Ghibli. The studio’s creations have won 
the favor of animation fans worldwide for their creative, other-worldly settings, distinctive visuals and 
masterful storytelling.

Presage and ‘Porco Rosso’ take to the skies in 
collaboration with an animation film classic

The 1992 animation film ‘Porco Rosso’ captured the 
hearts of audiences, bringing to life the romance of 
aviation’s early days with a story about the sea-
plane-flying pig, Porco.

© 1992 Studio Ghibli - NN
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The case back displays an image of ‘Porco 
Rosso,’ around which a famous quote from 
the film is engraved. The plane’s name, 
‘SAVOIA S-21,’ graces the case side.
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Urushi is a lacquer made for centuries from the sap of 
a particular Japanese tree. It has a pure black color that 
is almost magically deep and which gets harder and 
stronger as the years pass. This Urushi dial is made in the 
studio of master craftsman Isshu Tamura in Kanazawa, 
on the western side of Japan’s main island and is painted 
and polished by hand many times. It is time-consuming 
and challenging work, but it is the traditional and best 
way to create the perfect black color. For Presage, only 
perfection will do. When Urushi incorporates a gold lac-
quer technique known as Maki-e, the result is a striking 
color combination.

The beauty of black and gold

SJE081J1
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Shippo is a particular type of enamel that was developed 
in Japan in the 17th century. Shippo enamel is distinguished 
from porcelain enamel by its transparency and in the way it 
is polished after firing – a process that is particularly chal-
lenging on a watch dial that is no more than 1 mm thick.

The dial on this new Presage creation is made of a deep blue 
Shippo enamel that mirrors the color of the ocean. The 
long-lasting blue of the Shippo enamel expresses the ever-
lasting blue of the ocean, while the dial pattern echoes the 
continuous motion of the waves that break on the shores of 
our islands.

Island blue

SJE079J1
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The artistry of Japanese craftsmanship





漆琺
瑯

E n a m e l U r u s h i

Presage is proud to collaborate with craftsmen and artisans highly skilled in four different 
forms of traditional Japanese artistry.

The creative craftsmanship of Japan
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七
宝

有
田
焼

Arita Porcelain Shippo Enamel

EnamelUrushi

S h i p p o  E n a m e l A r i t a  P o r c e l a i n
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SPB173J1
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Seiko’s collaboration with Riki Watanabe continues with new multi-hands calendar variations of the 
RIKI STEEL CLOCK design. Glazed leather straps complement the modern dial design.

Enamel dials with modern Japanese design

Riki Watanabe, a pioneer of modern 
Japanese design

SPB161J1 SPB163J1
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The calm heart of a Japanese garden

The Japanese garden is a well-known and much 
admired aspect of Japanese culture and pro-
vides the inspiration for this Presage collection. 
The dial has the depth and rich texture of a 
Karesansui or Zen garden in which gravel is 
raked into serene, flowing patterns like waves 
or rippling water. The deeply pressed pattern 
on the dial creates dramatic shadows as do the 
furrows of gravel in the Karesansui garden. 
The ‘open heart’ design shows the automatic 
movement in motion, as if revealed behind a 
Japanese screen.  
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SSA411J1 SSA412J1 SSA413J1
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Back in 2010, a Seiko mechanical watch inspired by the glamor of the cocktail bar started to attract inter-
national attention. Today, we offer a series that is based on this watch and adds the cool, modern feel of 
the latest city bar. Negroni, Manhattan or Mojito. The choice is yours.

From a cocktail bar to your wrist

SRPE41J1 SRPE43J1 SRPE45J1
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SRPE49J1

A choice of styles for day and night

Change of scene, change of style. These limited 
edition Presage creations come with interchange-
able mesh and leather straps so you can change 
your watch to match every situation, whether 
with a tequila sunset in a rooftop bar or with a 
frozen margarita at the hotel bar late at night.
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SRPE49J1SRPE47J1
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Simple cases and sunray dials with hands deli-
cately curved by hand by skilled craftsmen and 
women give these watches a traditional look 
that fits perfectly with the discreet charm of 
the cocktail bars that inspire them.

In the mood

SSA407J1 SSA783J1
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SSA343J1 SRPB43J1
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The most advanced ever.







Since 2012, Seiko Astron has led the world in GPS Solar technology. Today, the Astron 
GPS Solar collection includes a wide range of styles, all of which offer atomic-clock 
precision and exceptional ease of use.  By connecting to the GPS network, every 
Astron watch adjusts at the touch of a button to your time zone and, by taking all 
the energy it needs from light alone, never needs a battery change.
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1969  Quartz Astron
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The 2012 Astron GPS Solar

From quartz to GPS Solar

As the world’s first quartz watch, the 1969 Seiko Quartz Astron changed the way the world told time. In 2012, 
Seiko Astron was launched and it leads the way once again as the world’s first GPS Solar watch.
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The new Astron GPS Solar pays homage to the design of the original 1969 Quartz Astron with the curved 
silhouette of the case, the wide case lugs and the thin bezel. A classic design for an advanced technology. 

Design that stands the test of time
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SSH063J1
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SSH067J1 SSH069J1

Thanks to the light, robust and scratch resistant nature of titanium which delivers enhanced comfort on 
the wrist and the watches’ 20 bar water resistance, this new series is perfect for every type of lifestyle 
and situation. In both design and function, this new Astron titanium series is easy to wear and to enjoy, 
day or night, at home or abroad, in the office or on the beach.  

Great versatility meets high functionality
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SSH071J1

This limited edition has a deep green dial and a green ceramic bezel. The gold accent adds a special 
elegance to its sport character. It is offered as a limited edition of 2,000.

Green and gold
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The design of Novak’s new Astron GPS Solar 
watch reflects the affection in which both Seiko 
and Novak hold their home nations. Red and 
white are colors shared by both nations’ flags 
and they are used in every detail, along with the 
deep blue that is also central to the Serbian flag 
and  denotes ‘victory’ in Japanese culture. The 
use of color as symbol continues in the gold of 
the hands and minute track on the dual-time
sub-dial, reflecting the heights of Novak’s 
achievements on the tennis courts of the world.

The Novak Djokovic Limited Edition
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SSH045J1

Novak’s signature and each watch’s serial 
number are engraved on the case back.
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SSH049J1
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SSH047J1SSH051J1 SSH053J1

The practical functions and graceful elegance of Astron come in a variety of dial variations, from 
a blue-to-black gradation through to a rich gray. With cool steel cases and warm color accents, 
each and every one is equally at home at work or on vacation.

In harmony with your style
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PROSPEX

01. SNR029J1 5R65
Titanium case and band with super-hard coating / Curved sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective 
coating / Unidirectional rotating bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / 
Case diameter 44.8mm / 300M Diver

02. SNR025J1 5R66
Titanium case and band with super-hard coating / Sapphire crystal with super-clear coating 
(Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective coating) / Rotating bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / 
Case diameter 44.8mm / 20 bar W.R.

03. SNR033J1 5R66
Titanium case and band with super-hard coating / Sapphire crystal with super-clear coating 
(Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective coating) / Rotating bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / 
Case diameter 44.8mm / 10 bar W.R.

04. SNR031J1 5R65
Titanium case with super-hard black coating / Silicone strap / Curved sapphire crystal with inner 
anti-reflective coating / Unidirectional rotating bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / 
Case diameter 44.8mm / 300M Diver

05. SNR027J1 5R66
Titanium case with super-hard black coating / Leather strap / Sapphire crystal with super-clear coating 
(Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective coating) / Rotating bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / 
Case diameter 44.8mm / 20 bar W.R.

06. SNR035J1 5R66
Titanium case with super-hard black coating / Crocodile strap / Sapphire crystal with super-clear coating 
(Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective coating) / Rotating bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / 
Case diameter 44.8mm / 10 bar W.R.

07. SLA037J1 8L55
Ever-Brilliant Steel case / Silicone strap / Box-shaped sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective coating / 
Unidirectional rotating bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / Case diameter 39.9mm / 
200M Diver / Limited edition of 1,100

08. SLA039J1 8L55
Ever-Brilliant Steel case / Silicone strap / Dual-curved sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective coating / 
Unidirectional rotating bezel / One-piece case back / Screw-down crown / Case diameter 44.8mm / 
300M Diver / Limited edition of 1,100

09. SLA041J1 8L35
Titanium case with super-hard coating, Ever-Brilliant Steel bezel and ceramic outer case / Silicone strap / 
Sapphire crystal / Unidirectional rotating bezel / One-piece case back / Screw-down crown /  
Case diameter 52.4mm / 1000M Diver / Limited edition of 1,100

14. SPB151J1 6R35
Stainless steel case and band with super-hard coating / Curved sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective 
coating / Unidirectional rotating bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / Case diameter 42.7mm / 
200M Diver

15. SPB153J1 6R35
Stainless steel case with super-hard coating / Silicone strap / Curved sapphire crystal with inner 
anti-reflective coating / Unidirectional rotating bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / 
Case diameter 42.7mm / 200M Diver
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10. SPB143J1 6R35
Stainless steel case and band with super-hard coating / Curved sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective 
coating / Unidirectional rotating bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / 
Case diameter 40.5mm / 200M Diver

11. SPB147J1 6R35
Stainless steel case with super-hard coating / Silicone strap / Curved sapphire crystal with inner 
anti-reflective coating / Unidirectional rotating bezel / Screw case back / 
Screw-down crown / Case diameter 40.5mm / 200M Diver

12. SPB145J1 6R35
Stainless steel case and band with super-hard coating / Curved sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective 
coating / Unidirectional rotating bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / 
Case diameter 40.5mm / 200M Diver

13. SPB149J1 6R35
Stainless steel case and band with super-hard coating / Additional silicone strap / Curved sapphire crystal 
with inner anti-reflective coating / Unidirectional rotating bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / 
Case diameter 40.5mm / 200M Diver / Limited edition of 5,500
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16. SLA042J1 8L35
Titanium case with black hard coating, Ever-Brilliant Steel bezel with rose gold color coating and ceramic 
outer case / Silicone strap / Sapphire crystal / Unidirectional rotating bezel / One-piece case back / 
Screw-down crown / Case diameter 52.4mm / 1000M Diver

17. S23631J1 7C46
Titanium case with super-hard black coating and ceramic outer case / Silicone strap / Sapphire crystal / 
Unidirectional rotating bezel / One-piece case back / Screw-down crown / Case diameter 49.4mm / 
1000M Diver

18. S23629J1 7C46
Stainless steel case with super-hard coating / Silicone strap / Curved sapphire crystal with inner 
anti-reflective coating / Unidirectional rotating bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / 
Case diameter 47.7mm / 300M Diver

19. SRPE39K1 4R36
Stainless steel case and band  / Sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective coating / Unidirectional rotating 
bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / Case diameter 45.0mm / 200M Diver

20. SRPE33K1 4R35
Stainless steel case and band / Sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective coating / Unidirectional rotating 
bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / Case diameter 43.8mm / 200M Diver

21. SRPE35K1 4R35
Stainless steel case and band / Sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective coating / Unidirectional rotating 
bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / Case diameter 43.8mm / 200M Diver

22. SRPE37K1 4R35
Stainless steel case / Silicone strap / Sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective coating / Unidirectional 
rotating bezel / Screw case back / Screw-down crown / Case diameter 43.8mm / 200M Diver

23. SRPE27K1 4R36
Stainless steel case and band  / Hardlex glass / Unidirectional rotating bezel / Screw case back / 
Screw-down crown / Case diameter 42.4mm / 200M Diver

24. SPB155J1 6R35
Stainless steel case and band  / Curved sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective coating / 
Screw see-through case back / Screw-down crown / Case diameter 38.0mm /  20 bar W.R.

25. SPB157J1 6R35
Stainless steel case / Leather strap / Curved sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective coating / 
Screw see-through case back / Screw-down crown / Case diameter 38.0mm / 20 bar W.R.

26. SPB159J1 6R35
Stainless steel case / Leather strap / Curved sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective coating / 
Screw see-through case back / Screw-down crown / Case diameter 38.0mm / 20 bar W.R.

27. SNR047J1 5R65
Enamel dial / Stainless steel case with super-hard coating / Crocodile strap / Additional crocodile strap 
without buckle / Dual-curved sapphire crystal with super-clear coating (Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective 
coating) / Screw see-through case back / Case diameter 40.0mm / 10 bar W.R. / Limited edition of 500

28. SRQ033J1 8R48
Enamel dial / Stainless steel case with super-hard coating / Crocodile strap / Additional crocodile strap 
without buckle / Dual-curved sapphire crystal with super-clear coating (Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective 
coating) / Screw see-through case back / Case diameter 42.0mm / 10 bar W.R. / Limited edition of 600
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PRESAGE

29. SJE081J1 6L35
Urushi dial / Stainless steel case with super-hard coating / Crocodile strap / Box-shaped sapphire crystal 
with inner anti-reflective coating / Screw see-through case back / Case diameter 39.5mm / 3 bar W.R.

30. SJE079J1 6L35
Shippo enamel dial / Stainless steel case with super-hard coating / Crocodile strap / Box-shaped sapphire 
crystal with inner anti-reflective coating / Screw see-through case back / Case diameter 39.5mm / 
3 bar W.R.

31. SPB173J1 6R27
Enamel dial / Stainless steel case and band / Dual-curved sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective coating / 
Screw see-through case back / Case diameter 40.5mm / 10 bar W.R.

32. SPB161J1 6R27
Enamel dial / Stainless steel case / Leather strap / Dual-curved sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective 
coating / Screw see-through case back / Case diameter 39.9mm / 10 bar W.R.

33. SPB163J1 6R27
Enamel dial / Stainless steel case / Leather strap / Dual-curved sapphire crystal with inner anti-reflective 
coating / Screw see-through case back / Case diameter 39.9mm / 10 bar W.R.

34. SSA411J1 4R38
Stainless steel case and band / Dual-curved sapphire crystal / Screw see-through case back / 
Case diameter 38.3mm / 3 bar W.R.

35. SSA412J1 4R38
Stainless steel case with rose gold color coating and band / Dual-curved sapphire crystal / 
Screw see-through case back / Case diameter 38.3mm / 3 bar W.R.

36. SSA413J1 4R38
Stainless steel case / Leather strap / Dual-curved sapphire crystal / Screw see-through case back / 
Case diameter 38.3mm / 3 bar W.R.

37. SRPE41J1 4R35
Stainless steel case / Leather strap / Box-shaped hardlex glass / Screw see-through case back / 
Case diameter 38.5mm / 5 bar W.R.

38. SRPE43J1 4R35
Stainless steel case / Leather strap / Box-shaped hardlex glass / Screw see-through case back / 
Case diameter 38.5mm / 5 bar W.R.

39. SRPE45J1 4R35
Stainless steel case / Leather strap / Box-shaped hardlex glass / Screw see-through case back / 
Case diameter 38.5mm / 5 bar W.R.

40. SRPE47J1 4R35
Stainless steel case and band / Additional leather strap / Box-shaped hardlex glass / Screw see-through 
case back / Case diameter 38.5mm / 5 bar W.R. / Limited edition of 5,000

41. SRPE49J1 4R35
Stainless steel case and band / Additional leather strap / Box-shaped hardlex glass / Screw see-through 
case back / Case diameter 38.5mm / 5 bar W.R. / Limited edition of 5,000

42. SSA407J1 4R38
Stainless steel case / Leather strap / Box-shaped hardlex glass / Screw see-through case back / 
Case diameter 40.5mm / 5 bar W.R.

43. SSA783J1 4R38
Stainless steel case / Leather strap / Box-shaped hardlex glass / Screw see-through case back / 
Case diameter 33.8mm / 5 bar W.R.

44. SSA343J1 4R57
Stainless steel case / Leather strap / Box-shaped hardlex glass / Screw see-through case back / 
Case diameter 40.5mm / 5 bar W.R.

45. SRPB43J1 4R35
Stainless steel case / Leather strap / Box-shaped hardlex glass / Screw see-through case back / 
Case diameter 40.5mm / 5 bar W.R.
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46. SSH063J1 5X53
Titanium case and band with super-hard coating / Dual-curved sapphire crystal with super-clear coating
(Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective coating) / Screw case back / Case diameter 42.8mm / 20 bar W.R.

47. SSH067J1 5X53
Titanium case and band with super-hard coating / Dual-curved sapphire crystal with super-clear coating
(Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective coating) / Screw case back / Case diameter 42.8mm / 20 bar W.R.

48. SSH069J1 5X53
Titanium case and band with super-hard black coating / Dual-curved sapphire crystal with super-clear 
coating (Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective coating) / Screw case back / Case diameter 42.8mm / 20 bar W.R.

49. SSH071J1 5X53
Titanium case and band with super-hard coating / Ceramic bezel / Dual-curved sapphire crystal with 
super-clear coating (Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective coating) / Screw case back / Case diameter 42.8mm / 
20 bar W.R. / Limited edition of 2,000

50. SSH045J1 5X53
Stainless steel case and band with super-hard coating / Ceramic bezel / Additional silicone strap / 
Dual-curved sapphire crystal with super-clear coating (Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective coating) / 
Screw case back / Case diameter 42.7mm / 10 bar W.R. / Limited edition of 1,500

51. SSH049J1 5X53
Stainless steel case and band with super-hard coating / Dual-curved sapphire crystal with super-clear 
coating (Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective coating) / Screw case back / Case diameter 42.7mm / 10 bar W.R.

52. SSH051J1 5X53
Stainless steel case and band with super-hard coating / Dual-curved sapphire crystal with super-clear 
coating (Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective coating) / Screw case back / Case diameter 42.7mm / 10 bar W.R.

53. SSH047J1 5X53
Stainless steel case and band with super-hard coating / Dual-curved sapphire crystal with super-clear 
coating (Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective coating) / Screw case back / Case diameter 42.7mm / 10 bar W.R.

54. SSH053J1 5X53
Stainless steel case and band with super-hard coating / Dual-curved sapphire crystal with super-clear 
coating (Seiko’s proprietary anti-reflective coating) / Screw case back / Case diameter 42.7mm / 10 bar W.R.
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Remarks: If there are changes in the region/time zone, manual time zone selection may be required. 
This watch is unable to receive GPS signals when the energy stored in the watch is low.
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PROSPEX

Spring Drive | 5R65

• Automatic with manual winding capability
• Power reserve: 72 hours
• 30 jewels

 
Spring Drive | 5R66

• Automatic with manual winding capability
• GMT hand
• Power reserve: 72 hours
• 30 jewels

Automatic | 8L55

• Manual winding capability
• 36,000 vibrations per hour
• Power reserve: 55 hours
• 37 jewels

Automatic | 8L35

• Manual winding capability
• 28,800 vibrations per hour
• Power reserve: 50 hours
• 26 jewels

Automatic | 6R35

• Manual winding capability
• 21,600 vibrations per hour
• Power reserve: 70 hours
• 24 jewels 

Analogue Quartz | 7C46

• Powered by battery

Automatic | 4R36

• Manual winding capability
• 21,600 vibrations per hour
• Power reserve: 41 hours
• 24 jewels

Automatic | 4R35

• Manual winding capability
• 21,600 vibrations per hour
• Power reserve: 41 hours
• 23 jewels

PRESAGE

Spring Drive | 5R65

• Automatic with manual winding capability
• Power reserve: 72hours
• 30 jewels

Automatic Chronograph | 8R48

• Manual winding capability
• Chronograph up to 12 hours
• Column wheel and vertical clutch systems
• One-piece three-pointed hammer for instant reset
• Semi-instantly changing date
• 28,800 vibrations per hour
• Power reserve: 45 hours
• 34 jewels

Automatic | 6L35

• Manual winding capability 
• 28,800 vibrations per hour
• Power reserve: 45 hours
• 26 jewels

Multi-hand Automatic | 6R27

• Manual winding capability 
• Power reserve indicator
• Date indicator
• 28,800 vibrations per hour
• Power reserve: 45 hours
• 29 jewels

Automatic | 4R38

• Manual winding capability 
• 21,600 vibrations per hour
• Power reserve: 41 hours
• 24 jewels

Automatic | 4R35

• Manual winding capability 
• 21,600 vibrations per hour
• Power reserve: 41 hours
• 23 jewels

Automatic with Center Power Reserve Indicator | 4R57

• Manual winding capability 
• Power reserve indicator
• Date indicator
• 21,600 vibrations per hour
• Power reserve: 41 hours
• 29 jewels
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GPS Solar Dual-Time | 5X53

• Powered by light energy
• GPS controlled time and time zone adjustment
• High speed time zone adjustment
• Dual-time function with AM/PM indication 
• Time transfer function
• World time function
• Atomic clock time keeping
• Automatic daylight saving time adjustment function
• Signal reception result indication
• Perpetual calendar correct to the year 2100
• Power save function

2020
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